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Abstract

A collaborative multimedia environment allows users to
work remotely on common projects by sharing applications
(e.g., CAD tools, text editors, white boards) and simulta-
neously communicate audiovisually. Several dedicated
applications (e.g., MBone tools) exist for transmitting
video, audio and data between users. Due to the fact that
they have been developed for the Internet which does not
provide any Quality of Service (QoS) guarantee, these
applications do not or only partially support specification
of QoS requirements by the user. In addition, they all come
with different user interfaces.

In this paper, we first discuss the problems that we expe-
rienced both at the host and network levels when executing
a multimedia application and varying its resource require-
ments. We then present the architectural details of a collab-
orative multimedia environment (CME) that we have been
developing in order to help a user to set up and control a
collaborative multimedia session.

1. Introduction

The increasing availability of broadband networks
allows the deployment of new services for an ever growing
number of possible users. Among these new services, a
great deal of interest has been addressed towards real-time
and interactive applications, e.g., videoconferences and
shared document editors, particularly because of the world-
wide and decentralized features of today’s research and
development organizations.

A collaborative multimedia environment allows users to
work remotely on common projects by sharing applications
(e.g., CAD tools, text editors, white boards) and simulta-
neously communicate audiovisually. In order for a collabo-
rative multimedia environment to be widely used, it should
utilize the same system resources (hosts and networks) that
users normally have available (e.g., PCs, workstations,
Internet). However, this requires that the same environment

has to be shared by multimedia applications with strict
requirements (e.g., real-time) and other applications that do
not have comparably strict performance requirements.

Presently, there is no globally available mechanism for
managing system resources that discriminates among
applications privileging, for example, the real-time ones.
Moreover, different policies are used to manage different
resources and the management of the different resources is
often not coordinated, particularly when the resources are
distributed.

Several dedicated applications (e.g., MBone tools [1])
exist for transmitting video, audio and data between users.
Due to the fact that they have been developed for the Inter-
net which does not provide any Quality of Service (QoS)
guarantees, these applications do not or only partially sup-
port specification of QoS requirements by the user. In addi-
tion, they all come with different user interfaces.

In this paper, we present the architectural details of a
collaborative multimedia environment (CME) that we have
been developing in order to help a user to set up and con-
trol a collaborative multimedia session. The paper is orga-
nized as follows: Section 2 presents some experimental
measurements on the execution of multimedia applications
that led us to the idea of building a CME with QoS control.
Section 3 presents the architectural details of the CME.
Sections 4 and 5 respectively describe the QoS mapping
and the QoS control mechanism. Finally, Section 6 pre-
sents some conclusions and a discussion on the future
work.

2. Experimental measurements on video
provision

We ran some tests in order to analyze how host and net-
work resources influence the execution of multimedia
applications. For our tests, we chose only one media
(video) unidirectional communication because, by doing
so, we could examine on the receiving host just the CPU
consumption for decoding video frames.
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As a sending host, we used a SunTM sparc20 workstation
equipped with a ParallaxTM video board. This video board
supports JPEG compression in hardware. Thus, we could
vary the video frame rate in a wide range without consum-
ing a lot of CPU resources. As a receiving host, we used a
SunTM sparc5 workstation with a Sun VideoTM board. This
video adapter does not provide the same hardware support
as the ParallaxTM board, therefore the decompression has to
be done in software and this requires a lot of CPU
resources.

For these tests we considered an environment for world-
wide collaboration with limited but guaranteed network
resources. We used the MAY (Multimedia Applications on
Intercontinental Highway) network, an ATM network con-
necting North America to Europe [2]. We set up a loopback
in Germany thus obtaining a world-wide ATM link with a
fixed transmission rate of 1.5 Mb/s.

We used the Mbone tool vic [3] to transmit video. While
changing the sending video frame rate, we observed the
displayed video frame rate, the CPU consumption on the
receiving host and the transmission rate of the ATM net-
work. The video frame rate was provided by the vic itself.
To measure the CPU consumption we used the UNIX “top”
utility. Although top does not give very precise results, we
could still see the general trend. We measured the transmis-
sion rate of the ATM network using the management tools
of our SynopticsTM ATM switch.

By sending video with an increasing frame rate, we
obtained the results shown in Figure 1. The three graphics
show the influence of both CPU and network resources on
the displayed frame rate. At a sending rate of 16 fps, the
CPU got saturated and at 19 fps also the network became
congested leading to the dramatic reduction of the dis-
played frame rate.

In [4] we present the results of a second set of experi-
ments that we executed by using our local ATM network
(155 Mb/s). Although we did not experience network con-
gestion, we still observed the saturation of the receiving
CPU when increasing the sending frame rate. This caused
random discard of video frames on the receiving host and
consequently a subjective decrease of the video quality.

3. The collaborative multimedia environment
(CME) architecture

Our experiments, as discussed above, show that applica-
tions often suffer quality degradation during a multimedia
session even though transmission capacity is sufficiently
high. Quality decrease is often caused by resource satura-
tion at the receiving host.

Since host resources play a crucial role in executing
multimedia applications, they should be taken into account,

beside network resources, when executing multimedia
applications with QoS guarantees. Some work on QoS
guarantees has been carried out separately at the network
level [5], [6] and at the host level [7].

We have been developing a collaborative multimedia
environment (CME) that realizes an efficient use of both
host and network resources while providing the user with a
facility to easily start a collaborative session and control
the QoS parameters of each media. Our CME consists of
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Figure 1. Experimental results with host and
network congestion.
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integrated multimedia applications, one for each user (Fig-
ure 2).

The integrated multimedia applications contain different
media services(i.e., video, audio and data services) which
are controlled by asession manager. Each media service
provides basic functions (e.g., sending, receiving and dis-
playing video frames) and interacts with devices (or serv-
ers controlling devices) in its media category. While
media-specific details are relegated to the media services,
common functions are assigned to the session manager. It
provides general mechanisms for session-related tasks
(invite, join, disconnect, start media services, QoS con-
trol,...). The session manager is made up of the following
components:

• A connection managerfor establishment and discon-
nection of collaborative sessions. During session
establishment, other users are invited to join the ses-
sion. Since any connection manager can initiate a
collaborative session, the collaborative session does
not rely on any centralized session moderator but is
based on a distributed peer-to-peer model.

• A QoS mapper/controllerthat translates user QoS
requirements into parameters for the media services
and into QoS requirements for the underlying
resources (i.e., host and network resources). It also
executes a control mechanism in order to satisfy the
user requirements on the media services.

• A resource monitor/controllerof the host and net-
work resources used for the different media services.

• A service managerfor starting and stopping user-
requested media services for the session. The service
manager also monitors and changes the service
parameters (e.g., video frame rate) following the
indication of the QoS mapper/controller.

• A user interfacethat provides a graphical interface
for starting or joining a collaborative session.
Through this interface, a user can specify the media
services he wants to use in the session and change his
QoS requirements on the services.

A user who wants to start a collaborative session, speci-
fies through the graphical interface the users he wants to
invite to the session and the media services to be used. The
connection manager contacts the invited users who will
receive a message containing the name of the inviting per-
son and the media services he wants to use. An invited user
can either accept or refuse to join the session. Besides, he
can specify that he will join the conference with a subset of
the proposed media services because, for example, one
media service may not be available due to the lack of hard-
ware support. When this setup phase has been completed,
the service managers at the different hosts will start the
provision of the chosen media services with some default
values and the collaborative session will take place.

During the collaborative session, a user can change his
QoS requirements on the media services. QoS require-
ments at user level are specified by means of simple
attributes (e.g., low, medium, and high quality video).
These “high-level” attributes are translated by the QoS
mapper/controller into parameters for the media services
and into QoS requirements for the underlying resources.
Thus, depending on the user requests for the media ser-
vices, the QoS mapper/controller decides the performance
parameters for the services (e.g., receiving video at 10 fps)
and evaluates through the resource monitor/controller
whether these parameters can be supported by the underly-
ing resources. Finally, the QoS mapper/controller will
make the necessary adjustments so that the media services
can perform as planned.

In the next two sections, we describe the QoS mapping
and the Qos control mechanism into details.

Figure 2. Collaborative multimedia environ-
ment.
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4. QoS mapping

Since this architecture is oriented towards the end user,
he must be able to express his QoS requirements for the
media services in a simple way (e.g., low, medium, or high
quality video). These requirements will then be translated
on one hand into parameters for the media services (e.g.,
frame rate for video) and on the other hand in QoS require-
ments for the underlying resources. As said above, the
architecture component that provides the QoS translation at
the different levels is the QoS mapper/controller.

Let us now examine how QoS requirements can be
expressed at different levels. At the user level, QoS require-
ments can be grouped into two categories:

• direct requirements, when the user explicitly speci-
fies a requirement for a media service, e.g., he asks
for high quality video;

• indirect requirements, when the user makes some
actions, such as iconifying a video window, that indi-
rectly makes suggestions about the user interest on a
particular media service (in the case of iconifying a
video window, the user shows no interest for that
video).

While the user actions that lead to indirect requirements
can be detected by examining the user environment and the
way he interacts with it (e.g,. iconifying or deiconifying a
window, putting a window in background), more effort is
required to define direct requirements. A direct require-
ment should be at the same time easy to understand for the
user, general enough to include more particular require-
ments (so that the user is not required to specify too many
requirements), and tractable so that it can be translated in
QoS requirements for the underlying resources.

A proper way to express user requirements entails a
detailed analysis on how a user expects a media service to
behave more or less properly and how the satisfaction of
the user for the media service quality can be expressed in
quantitative terms. In what follows, we present the first
results of an analysis on user requirements that we have
been carrying out.

In order for the user not to deal with too many parame-
ters, we define only one global requirement for each media
and we indicate it with the generic term ofquality. Thus,
we will have video quality, audio quality and so forth. The
quality requirement is a repository of more specific
requirements on a media service. For example, video qual-
ity is intended in a broader sense than just considering how
good received video pictures are compared to the original
ones. This is, of course, part of video quality and is related
to spatial vision but there is also temporal vision that must
be taken into account, i.e., how the user perceives scene

changes in the received video compared to the original one
[8].

Many studies in the literature dealing with quality esti-
mation of digitally coded video sequences [8], [9] and
audio sequences [10], [11] use a five level scale, reported in
Table 1, for quality rating. This scale is also used for sub-
jective testing in the engineering community [12].

We use the same five-level scale to define the quality of
a media service and we give a user the possibility to spec-
ify one of these levels as a way to express his requirements.
In the case of video, this scale is used to assess quality for
both spatial and temporal perception [8]. In practice, the
user will use a slider for each media service to indicate his
quality requirements from a minimum value (quality level
1) to a maximum value (quality level 5).

Once the way to express user requirements has been
defined, the next problem is to find a mapping between
user requirements (quality levels) and parameters of the
media services. The question is, what is the performance a
media service must have in order to provide a certain qual-
ity level?

We need some mapping functions that connect, for
example, video quality to video frame rate. These functions
are similar to the “benefit functions” found in [13] and
require the execution of subjective tests in order to deter-
mine whether for a given performance the user perceives
the quality level of the media service as bad, poor, fair,
good, or excellent.

We executed some tests with a group of ten people and
asked them to rate the quality of video and audio sequences
according to the one-five scale discussed above. As a video
application, we used vic [3] and as an audio application,
we used vat [14]. In the first test, we showed a video
sequence at different frame rates in order to evaluate the
temporal quality of video. First, we showed the video
sequence at 30 fps. We told the viewers to consider the
quality of that video sequence to be five and to rate the
quality of the next video sequences against that one. In the
second test, we showed a video sequence with different
resolutions in order to evaluate the spatial quality of video.
First, we showed the video sequence with the best resolu-
tion the video application could provide. Again, we told the
viewers to consider the quality of that video sequence to be

Rating Impairment Quality

5 Imperceptible Excellent

4 Perceptible, not annoying Good

3 Slightly annoying Fair

2 Annoying Poor

1 Very annoying Bad

Table 1. Quality rating on a 1 to 5 scale.



five and to rate the quality of the next video sequences
against that one. We then varied the resolution as a percent-
age of the best provided resolution. As a final test, we
transmitted an audio stream with different encoding
schemes in order to evaluate the audio quality. The PCM
encoding scheme was considered to provide quality five.

We averaged the obtained results and built the tables
that map the quality levels to the service parameters. The
results of this mapping are reported in Table 2 for video
and in Table 3 for audio.

The third and final step in QoS mapping is to translate
the media service parameters in QoS requirements for the
host and network resources. Different resource parameters
can be connected with the performance of a media service.
For simplicity, we consider QoS requirements for the fol-
lowing resource parameters:

• Network Resources {bandwidth (Kb/s)};

• Host Resources {CPU type, %CPU}.

For video, it is very difficult to correlate media service
performance and requirements on resources. Network
bandwidth and mainly CPU utilization are very influenced
by the frame size (assuming the user has the possibility to
change the video size), compression scheme, and degree of
movement (slow or rapid scene changes).

Considering the mapping between the quality levels and
the media service parameters discussed above, we esti-
mated the resources that are needed to obtain the different

quality levels. The results are reported in Table 4 for video
and in Table 5 for audio. For video, we estimated the nec-
essary resources for receiving JPEG video (320 x 240). For
each quality level, we considered three possible degrees of
movement, i.e., still, slow motion, and high motion. As a
receiving host, we used a SunTM sparc5.

Quality
Frame rate

 (fps)
Resolution

(%)

5 25 - 30 65 - 100

4 15 - 24 50 - 64

3 6 - 14 35 - 49

2 3 - 5 20 - 34

1 1 - 2 1 - 19

Table 2. Video quality rating for JPEG video.

Quality Encoding Scheme

5 PCM

5 PCM2

5 PCM4

4 DVI

4 DVI2

4 DVI4

3 GSM

2 LPC4

Table 3. Audio quality rating.

Quality
Degree

of move-
ment

Frame
rate
(fps)

Resolu-
tion
(%)

Band-
width
(Kb/s)

Used
CPU
(%)

5 High
motion

25 65 1700 > 100

5 Slow
motion

25 65 1650 > 100

5 Still 25 65 1600 49

4 High
motion

15 50 840 > 100

4 Slow
motion

15 50 820 69

4 Still 15 50 800 37

3 High
motion

6 35 270 38

3 Slow
motion

6 35 260 34

3 Still 6 35 260 21

2 High
motion

3 20 102 16

2 Slow
motion

3 20 102 14

2 Still 3 20 100 7

1 High
motion

1 1 17 6

1 Slow
motion

1 1 16 6

1 Still 1 1 16 5

Table 4. Mapping of video quality to
resources for JPEG video.

Quality
Encoding
Scheme

Bandwidth
(Kb/s)

Used CPU
(%)

5 PCM 68 < 1

5 PCM2 66 < 1

5 PCM4 64 < 1

4 DVI 38 ~1

4 DVI2 35 ~1

4 DVI4 34 ~1

3 GSM 15 ~26

2 LPC4 7 ~11

Table 5. Mapping of audio quality to
resources



5. The QoS control mechanism

The user who starts the collaborative session chooses
the media services to be used for that session. The media
services are started with some default values and each par-
ticipant in the session is presented a graphical interface that
contains information on the media services used in the ses-
sion (Figure 3). For each media service there is a meter that
goes from zero to five and indicates the quality of that ser-
vice. Level zero indicates that the service is not being
received.

The service manager will monitor the media services
and report the values of the service parameters to the QoS
mapper/controller which in turn will translate these values
to quality levels and pass them to the graphical interface
for displaying. If a quality level is connected with more
than one service parameter, the QoS mapper/controller will
use the following expression to compute a single value for
the service quality (Service_Q):

where:

• Qi is the quality level obtained for parameterPi;

•

•

For a video service, for example, we will have:

Normally, a user will not use all the media services
involved in a collaborative session at the same time. For
example, at the beginning of a collaborative session, a user
usually wants to see and talk to the other participants in
order to exchange the basic ideas on the common work and
decide how to proceed with it. Once started working on a
common text/picture, the interests of the users are mainly
directed to the shared application. Users are not too inter-
ested in seeing each other any more, however, they want to
keep talking to each other. Thus, user interests on the dif-
ferent media services are likely to change over time during
a collaborative session.

The graphical interface provides an easy way to express
user requirements by means of a slider that allows specifi-
cation of the quality level for each media service. The
slider moves in a discrete way and the user may specify
any of the five levels that correspond to the five quality lev-
els discussed above. In addition, specifying zero, the user
indicates that he does not want to receive that service. An
indirect requirement, as iconifying a video window, will
have the same effect as to move the slider to zero.

The indication of the slider is two-fold:

1) it indicates the quality the user wishes to perceive for
that media service;

2) it indicates the interest of the user for that service
compared to the other services by assigning a prior-
ity to the service. The priority corresponds to the
quality level with five being the highest priority and
zero being the lowest.

The control mechanism, in trying to satisfy the user
requirements, will establish a priority list of services based
on the assigned priorities and will privilege more those ser-
vices with higher priorities. The control mechanism will be
activated when the quality level chosen by the user differs
from the actual value supplied by the system beyond a
threshold for a given time interval (to avoid having contin-
uous control activity). This may happen because the user
changes his requirements on a media service either directly
through the slider or indirectly, e.g., iconifying a video
window. Moreover, the status of the resources may not
allow a media service to perform in a way that is even close
to the quality level requested by the user.

The control mechanism will try either to change the
media-service parameters or to reassign the resources so to
satisfy the user requirements. To this end, it monitors the
status of the host and network resources through the
resource monitor/controller.

We can consider different scenarios depending on which
extent the resource monitor/controller can control
resources. If it is able to reserve both network and host
resources, the QoS mapper/controller will recompute the
service priorities and, based on these priorities, it will reas-

Figure 3. Control window for the media ser-
vices.

Service_Q α1Q1 α2Q2 … αnQn+ + +=

αi is a weight indicating the relative importance
of Pi for Service_Q; and

α1 α2 … αn+ + + 1,=

Video_Q α1 frame_rate α2 resolution+=



sign resources to services trying to guarantee the quality of
the services with higher priorities. A user requirement then
becomes an objective for the whole system that should
properly act in order to satisfy this requirement [15].
Unfortunately, as we said above, presently there is no glo-
bally available mechanism for managing system resources
that discriminates among applications. This is mainly due
to the fact that a global network like the Internet does not
provide any mechanism to manage it as a whole. Moreover,
the Internet does not give the possibility to privilege some
applications allocating a minimum amount of resources to
them.

A more realistic scenario assumes that the session man-
ager can partially control resources, i.e., it can control host
resources but not network resources. Hosts usually belong
either to users or to institutions where users work. This
means that users (or system administrators who act on
users’ behalf) can directly access host resources. On the
other hand, users and system administrators cannot control
the resources of the networks through which the data of the
collaborative session will flow, unless all the participants
are in the same local network. Thus, the particular assump-
tion that users can only control their host resources seems
quite reasonable.

In this scenario, when the QoS mapper/controller
observes a disequilibrium between the request of the user
and the achieved performance of a media service, it will try
to understand whether the system resources are not suffi-
cient or whether the problem is caused by a wrong setting
of the service parameters. Let us consider, for example, the
case where the service meter indicates that a media service
is performing with a lower quality level than the one
requested by the user.

The control mechanism first checks whether the reason
of poor performance of a media service is related to the
underlying resources that, for example, get saturated. In
this case, the control mechanism determines whether the
problem is either in the network or in the host. If the prob-
lem is the host CPU, the control mechanism reassigns the
CPU resources in order to increase the performance of that
service while, at the same time, respecting the priorities of
the services. If the problem lies in the network or the CPU
is not powerful enough to support the service requirements,
the QoS mapper/controller asks its peer on the sending site
to lower the parameters of the media service. In fact, as
shown in Figure 1, sometimes decreasing the values of the
service parameters on the sending site may entail a better
performance of the service on the receiving site and conse-
quently a higher quality for the user.

Whenever the QoS monitor/controller of a sending site
receives a request from its peer on a receiving site for either
increasing or decreasing the value of the parameters of a
media service, it will behave differently depending on

whether the collaborative session is between two users or
more. In the former case, the sending site will immediately
act upon the request of the receiving site. In the latter case,
the sender will not act immediately but will store the
request. As soon as it receives coherent requests from a
specified number of sites (e.g., the majority of sites), it will
change the service parameters as requested.

If the QoS mapper/controller on the receiving host does
not sense any problem in the network and in the CPU, it
asks its peer on the sending side to increase the value of the
parameters of that service so that it can perform as
expected. On receiving a request from the receiving site,
the QoS mapper/controller on the sending site will behave
as described above

If the user requires either directly or indirectly quality
zero for a media service, the QoS mapper/controller will
ask the service manager to stop temporarily receiving that
media service and will inform its peer on the sending site
that it is not interested in receiving that service. As soon as
the QoS mapper/controller of a sending site realizes that
nobody is interested in receiving a service, it will stop tem-
porarily transmitting the related media stream, thus avoid-
ing a useless waste of resources.

6. Conclusion and future work

In this work, we first discussed the problems experi-
enced both at the host and network levels when executing
multimedia applications with varying resource require-
ments. We then presented the architectural details of a
CME that we have developed in order to help the user to set
up and control a collaborative multimedia session.

We are currently implementing a prototype of the CME
architecture on SunTM sparcstations. As media services, we
use the MBone tools developed at the UC Berkeley and
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, i.e., thevideo conferencing
tool (vic) [3] for video, thevisual audio tool (vat)[14] for
audio and thewhite board tool (wb)[16] as a white board.
For vic and vat, we give a user the possibility to start and
stop the services and to change the QoS whereas, for wb,
we presently only give a user the possibility to start and
stop the service.

The resource monitor/controller is a process that contin-
uously monitors the resources. We use the “top” UNIX
utility to measure the CPU load and the real-time feature of
the SolarisTM operating system to control the allocation of
the CPU to the processes. Besides, we directly get informa-
tion on bandwidth and packet losses from vic and vat by
using the RTP protocol [17]. Although RTP provides us
with information at the application level (global statistics
on the combined effect of network and CPU), we can still
understand whether a potential resource saturation is either



in the network or in the CPU because we directly monitor
the CPU. The service manager is a process that monitors
the parameters of the media services and passes them to the
QoS mapper/controller for the translation into quality lev-
els. The monitoring of the service parameters is done
through the “send” Tcl/Tk function that interacts with vic
and vat that have been partially built using the Tcl/Tk inter-
preted language [18]. The QoS mapper/controller has a
controlling process that starts whenever there are decisions
to make, checks the status of the resources and makes its
choices as described in the previous section.

The work presented in this paper, to our best knowl-
edge, is one of the first attempts in creating an integrated
architecture for QoS control of a collaborative multimedia
environment that spans from the user level down to the
resource level. There are still different open issues that
require further investigation. Among them, a better under-
standing of user requirements is necessary in order to eval-
uate whether the generic user is comfortable with the
quality levels introduced here. Moreover, it is important to
understand whether a user should have the possibility to
express more than one requirement for a media service,
e.g., for video, he could express his requirements for tem-
poral quality (frame rate) and spatial quality (picture reso-
lution) separately. More work is required in mapping user
requirements into media-service parameters and system
resources. Other service and resource parameters should be
taken into account beside the ones already considered here
and their influence on the media-service quality should be
evaluated. More work also needs to be done for the control
mechanism. In particular other scenarios should be consid-
ered beside the one that assumes that a user can control
host resources but not network resources. We plan to inves-
tigate how to control the different resources in an inte-
grated way in order to guarantee that a user obtains the
service quality he is requesting for.
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